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Presidential Applicants
To Debate Issues Today

FROM COLONEL TO QUEEN—That is the jump in rank Lee Mor
gan took Friday night when she was crowned Queen of the Military
Ball by Maurine Clow, associate dean of students, and Scott Hefty,
AFROTC co-chairman of the ball. Miss Morgan is Coed Colonel of
Angel Flight, a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and was
1963 Miss Wool of Montana.

At Montana Forum

Candidates A gree
About Disinterest
Kent Price and Bob Liffring,
ASMSU presidential candidates,
and Bill Wallace, former Montana
Forum chairman, discussed stu
dent disinterest in campus politics
at the Fofum meeting Friday noon.
Wallace, graduate student in
English, presented a brief round
up of MSU politics during the past
.six years. He told of- increased
apathy in student government and
cited the current election as an
example.
“Cultivating interest in student
government is a problem that we
must meet head on and knock
cold,” said candidate Liffring. He
said he plans to see that the Cen
tral Board agenda is published and
distributed to the living groups the
Monday preceding the CB meeting.
“It would not be my job to dic
tate, but I would get the members
of Central Board to contribute so
that they could realize the pur
pose, policy and goals,” Price said.
He believes he could better stim
ulate the officers with pertinent
questions, rather than dictating
policy.
Liffring said, “we must not lose
interest in student rights, and we
must have a SUB to end all SUBs
—that is, it must be built to last.”

Price said that the students must
start planning now for the SUB if
the building is to be ready by
1970. He thought that a referen
dum should be conducted to de
termine if the students want a stu
dent union.
Price advocates co-operation
with the administration. He said,
“We must present logical argu
ments to the administration and
attempt a co-operative program
with them. After this we can go
over their heads—perhaps as far
as sending lobbyists to the Board
of Regents meeting.”
Liffring said that he would like
to investigate the possibilities of
membership of MSU in the Asso
ciated Student Governments of t^ie
United States of America.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmm

SENTINEL APPLICATIONS DUE
Applications for Sentinel editor
and business manager for 1964-65
are due today at 4 p.m. at the
Lodge desk. Phil Miller, chairman
of Publications Board, said addi
tional help is needed to finish the
issue this spring. Students inter
ested in assisting with the book
should see Bob Liffring at the Sen
tinel office.

Bob Liffring and Kent Price,
ASMSU presidential aspirants, will
debate at 4 p.m. today in the Yel
lowstone Room of the Lodge, ac
cording to John Ross, elections
chairman. This will be their final
confrontation before the election
tomorrow.
Dave Allison, who announced
Thursday that he would seek sup
port as a write-in candidate, has
ceased active campaigning.
Each candidate will speak for
five minutes on his platform. Then
two questions will be asked the
candidates and each will have an
allotted time to answer, Ross said.
Sue Jensen, candidate for sec
retary, has withdrawn from the
race.
Names appearing on tomorrow’s
ballot will be:
President: Bob Liffring and
Kent Price.
Vice president: Bonnie Bowler
and Tom McDermand.
Secretary: Lela Weggenman.
Business manager: Todd Myhre
and Bill Hibbs.
Senior delegates (three to ap
pear on ballot, two to be elected):
John Ulyatt, Marjorie Knight and
Margaret Low.
Junior delegates (four to appear
on ballot, two to be elected): Brett
Asselstine, Kaycee Clausen, John
Edwards and Ron Pitt.
Sophombre delegates (four to
appear on ballot, two to be elect-

ROTC Head
T o Discuss
Air Science
An Air Force officer will dis
cuss the ROTC program and pre
sent some of its aspects which
“may not be familiar” at Tuesday
Topic, tonight at 7:30 in the Col
lege Inn.
Lt. Col. Robert L. Velde, chair
man and professor of air science,
termed the ROTC subject “contro
versial” and said that he will ex
press his own views.
“ I firmly believe that every col
lege graduate should have the op
portunity to fulfill his military
obligation as an officer,” Col. Velde
said. “ The services aren’t set up to
use a college graduate as an en
listed man.”
Col. Velde will trace the history
of ROTC back to the Land Grant
College Act of 1862, which pro
vided that colleges would receive
land from the federal government
if they gave - military training to
male students.

ed): Nancy Taylor, Tom Johnson,
Jim Tangen and Duncan Crump.
Store Board—two year term
(four to appear on ballot, two to
be elected): Anne Ennis, Linda
Clark, Jerry Burns and Phil Mil
ler.
Store Board— one year term
(four to appear on ballot, two to
be elected): Carol Frederick, Jim
Laas, Gary Nelson and Gary Gullard.
In addition, two constitutional
amendments and an opinion poll
will be included on the ballot.
One of the amendments states
that “ASMSU is organized and will
be operated exclusively for educa
tional and charitable purposes,”

Graduate W ins
National Prize
For Radio-TV

and as such will be exempt from
federal income tax.
The other amendment, if passed,
would transfer qualification pro
visions necessary to hold elective
ASMSU office from the constitu
tion to the by-laws where they
could be waived at the discretion
of Central Board.
The opinion poll on the ballot
will state, in part, that “ students
of age 21 or over be allowed to
determine their own place of resi
dence and two types of housing.”
The poll will be used to measure
student sentiment on the social
restrictions controversy.
Those who will be absent tomor
row and desire to vote may pick
up absentee ballots in the ASMSU
office today. Students must pre
sent activity cards in order to re
ceive a ballot.
Ballots will be taken to the for
estry camp at Lubrecht Forest to
morrow.

P rof. Larson
T o Explain
TB Immunity

A part-time assistant in the
radio-TV studios on campus last
week won first place in the Na
tional Radio-TV Competition.
Donald W. Kinney’s entry, “Aer
ial Operations—U.S: Forest Serv
ice,” is a half hour radio program
which “ encompasses the history
and current procedures of the
Region One base in Missoula.
Carl L. Larson, who has disHe will receive a plaque from . covered a vaccine which may cure
Alpha Epsilon Rho, a national tuberculosis, will discuss his work
broadcast society
tonight at 7:30 in Room 207 of the
Kinney said he “wrote, directed, Health Science Building.
produced, voiced and did the re
His talk, “ Studies in Tubercu
search for” the production. Ronald losis,” will concentrate on studies
P. Richards, assistant in journalism of immunity in tuberculosis per
advised Kinney. The entries were formed over a period of years at
judged for content, originality the Rocky Mountain Laboratory
production and technical quality. and MSU in conjunction with EdThe program has been broad ger Ribi, scientist at the Rocky
casted on 34 stations in Montana, Mountain Laboratory.
California, Idaho and Washington
Mr. Larson is director of the
and will be separated into two Stella Duncan Memorial Research
programs to be presented in Mis Institute and professor - of micro
soula on May 17 and 24 at 6:45 biology. He was the director of the
p.m. on KGVO and 7:15 am .-on Rocky Mountain Laboratory at
KYSS.
Hamilton before coming to MSU.
Kinney received a B.A. in Ra“The first problem in this type
dio-TV and a B.A. in Sociology of research,” Larson said, “is to
at MSU at the end of winter quar produce the ideal vaccine. This
ter. He worked for KGVO for requires the discovery of a dead
three and one-half years as an vaccine which will produce im
early morning announcer and munity but not sensitivity. After
newscaster.
seven years, we think we have
Kinney left campus yesterday solved this problem.”
to begin a job as news and public
Mr. Larson said that once this
affairs director for KRLC, a CBS problem has been solved, the al
5,000. watt affiliate in Lewiston, lergenic factor in the vaccine must
Idaho.
be removed. He feels that the tests
Kinney has worked for all four that will be used are comprehen
radio stations in Missoula. He be
sive; a tough system that will re
came interested in radio produc
quire pure preparation to give a
tion in his senior year of high positive result.
school when he frequented the
The talk is sponsored by Phi
Missoula County High School stu
Sigma, National Biological Honor
dio, station KONA, after school.
ary, and is open to the public.

Renne Outlines Plan for LA at Eastern
By BILL WALTER
Kaimin Reporter
Roland R. Renne, Democratic
gubernatorial hopeful, said Friday
that at the present time he sees no
need for a full liberal arts school
at Eastern Montana College, but he
does foresee a limited degree in the
near future.
Mr. Renne, former MSC presi
dent, spoke to a capacity crowd in
the Music Recital Hall. “If the
funds for expanded library facili
ties were available, I would then
be in favor of one general or lim
ited liberal arts degree for East
ern,'*’ he said, “ but not 16 or 18
new degrees.”
He referred to the editorial by
Dan Foley in the April 21 Kaimin
(RRR and the LA for EMCE),
answering many of the questions
which the editor had posed con

cerning the liberal arts degree for
Eastern.
Funds Needed for Eastern
Mr. Renne emphasized that
funds for expansion should not re
sult in a decrease for the other
five units of the University system,
but would have to be additional
money, over and above the normal
operating requirements.
Mr. Renne stressed the need for
more state support of the public
schools, which now place heavy
reliance on public support. He
pointed out that at the present
time 21 per cent of school funds
come from taxes and state founda
tion funds.
>.
“ If this figure could reach 40
per cent, which is the national
average, individual school levies
would be lower,” he said.
Mr. Renne also explained that
expanded industry in the state

would help spread out the tax bur
den and lower the cost to the indi
vidual taxpayer.
State Taxes Increased
“The federal tax cut will put
about $46 million into Montana
taxpayers’ pockets next year. Part
of this could be collected by the
state in the form of increased state
income taxes, which is very low
low now,” he said, “ and still leave
residents a greater amount of
spendable income.
The extra money for the state
could be used, in part, for the pub
lic schools and the University sys
tem, he said, adding that he would
rather see this course of action
than J;he introduction of a state
sales tax which puts a heavy bur
den on the lower-income residents
of the state.
Mr. Renne said the justification
for the increased state income tax

lies in the fact that the cost of
administering the federal govern
ment has risen only about 20 per
cent since 1947, while state and
local costs have doubled. This is
one of the major reasons for the
federal cut-back, he said.
Industrial Potential
“ There is industrial potential in
Montana now—we can expand
without bringing in additional
products,” Mr. Renne said. “A
packing plant, with a good West
Coast market, could raise the
prices which Montana farmers re
ceive for their animals and expand
the possibilities that we already
have.”
An administrative change he
would propose would consolidate
the board, agency and committee
system of the state government to
make each unit part of a larger
group. This would ease the com

munication between the chief ex
ecutive and the chairman of each
small group, he said.
Federal Land Developments
During the question-and-answer
period, he stated that there are oc
casions when it is best to turn land
over to the federal government for
development, times when private
enterprise is not able to provide
funds for an improvement project.
In response to a question about
the falling price of beef and its ef
fect on the Montana stockgrower,
the gubernatorial hopeful said this
problem was partially caused by
a record slaughter of domestic cat
tle during 1963.
Mr. Renne also pointed out that
it would be virtually impossible to
impose a tariff on Australian beef
and still maintain the free trade
policy that is desired between na
tions.

W a n t e d —5 0 0 M o re V o te rs
Judging from the almost complete lack of interest in the
ASM SU presidential race and the slim turnout of 769 voters
in the primary elections, the two amendment proposals on the
ballot tomorrow may fail for lack of sufficient voters.
The ASM SU constitution requires that 30 per cent of the
student body vote and that two-thirds of those voting favor
any amendment in order for it to take effect. There are about
4,200 fee-paying students enrolled at MSU, so about 1,260 must
vote.
One of the amendments especially is important because it
hits the pocketbook. Unless it passes, ASM SU will have to pay
federal income tax. The proposed amendment would add a
portion to the constitution stating that ASM SU is an educa
tional institution as is required by the Internal Revenue Bureau
for a tax exemption.
The second amendment would move the requirements for
ASM SU officers from the constitution to the by-laws. The re
quirements would not be changed, but would be placed with
the requirements for other Central Board positions.
Central Board then could waive the requirements in special
cases. If someone is otherwise qualified and is one or two
credits short or several hundreths of a grade point below the
required 2.5 grade-point average, CB could declare the person
eligible.
One of the reasons there are so few applicants for ASM SU
officers is the limited field. The all-University average is less
than 2.5. Therefore more than half the otherwise-qualified
students are ineligible.
Because a two-thirds majority of Central Board would be
necessary to waive the rules, there is little danger this amend
ment would be used unwisely.
The requirements for officers and CB delegates should be in
the same place and should not be so rigid they can’t be waived
for reasonable cause. As it now stands, the only way to waive
the officer requirements is to amend the constitution. This can
be done only by vote of the student body.
An opinion poll also will appear on the ballot to measure
student sentiment on whether women over 21 should be able
to choose their own place and type of living quarters.
This poll will give A W S , Student Life Committee and Central
Board statistical proof of the students’ feeling on the subject.
This will aid them in presenting any recommendations to the
deans, Pres. Johns or the Board of Regents.
If only a few students vote, even if 100 per cent are in favor
of 21-year-olds choosing their place of residence, the figures
will not be impressive or considered representative of the entire
student body.
There is no great issue in the presidential race, but we urge
you to vote in the elections. Vote YES on both amendments
and YE S in the opinion poll. •
— djf

Editorial Does More Harm Than Good,
Says Pair Supporting Price for Prexy
To the Editor:
It seems to us that, in view of
the conceded fact that there is a
general lack of interest in student
affairs, the editorial of last Friday
did more harm than good. Al
though it may b e true that none
of the presidential candidates has
years of government experience as
have some in the past, the type of
droll editorial negativism dis
played would certainly never en
courage a person to take an active
interest. We should applaud any
one who has the initiative and in
terest to apply for student office
rather than chastise them for pro
moting a “Ho-Hum—Dull Race.”
We find at least one candidate
in this race quite exciting. Kent
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Price. He is not only an excellent,
but extremely able candidate. Al
though he lacks previous adminis
trative position, so also do the
other candidates. Price, however,
has demonstrated this ability in
several areas with which we have
also been associated. His work on
Traditions Board and Planning
Board has shown initiative, per
ception and intelligence in prob
lem-solving.
Even more outstanding, we
think, and more applicable to con
sideration of him as ASMSU pres
ident was his performance on
Model United Nations these last
two years. As business manager of
the group, Price was more than
reliable and always well-organ
ized. His work as a delegate to the
Security Council this year demon
strated concretely the original and
bright thinking of which his grade
average is indicative. In addition,
he displays an unusual ability to
examine issues and make intelli
gent, pertinent decisions with a
real flair, as well, for diplomatic
handling of the persons involved.
We feel that all these qualities
which Kent Price exhibits make
him a wise choice for the ASMSU
presidency. His capabilities would,
we are sure, be put to use in the
interest of a strong student gov
ernment which he has acclaimed in
his platform.
Whereas we are sure Mr. L iffring has done an able job putting
the Sentinel together, we never
theless think that Kent Price has
shown more concretely the type of
abilities needed in ASMSU gov
ernment.
ALICE MacDONALD
Graduate Student,
History
JOANNE HASSING
Senior, History and
Political Science

Tuesday, April 28, 1964

Former Kamin Editor W riting in Dave Allison for President
In Protest of Choosing Between the "Lesser of Two Evils"
To the Kaimin:
Mr. Foley’s editorial contention
Friday seemed to be that since
one candidate for ASMSU presi
dent is Sentinel editor, the other
candidate—upon whom no such
weighty responsibility devolves—
is the man for the job, sort of by '
default.
My concern is not whether the
Sentinel, which happens to be a
startling 200 pages behind sched
ule, gets out before next February.
(In any event, Mr. Liffring assures
us all not to worry, that the year
book will descend heavily upon
campus in time.)
My concern is rather that a can
didate who stands for something—
and at this point a stand for any
thing signi|i6ant is appreciated—
be elected. I am operating from
the premise that fumbling, bum
bling, creaky old Central Board is
approximately as effective as its
leader is effective. I am operating
from the premise that rarely is a
truly effective leader also a
mouther of platitudes and pap. By
that definition, it can be seen that
ASMSU has had few effective
leaders recently. An exception, I
think, is Rick Jones, the outgoing
ASMSU president and the best in
recent memory.
Kent Price, although he may
wear the same-colored jacket as
Rick Jones, is no Jones. Neither is
Bob Liffring, who probably is best
left to catch up on his yearbook.
This opinion is based not upon
personalities, but upon reading—
once again—the tired “platforms”
that so many have set forth before,
and which this year have the
names “Liffring” and “Price” at
tached to them. Both candidates
scrupulously have avoided any
stand on any issue of importance,
instead concentrating on “safe”
issues—often saying the same, or
almost the same, things about these
“issues.”
Am I really expected to care
that each candidate opposes an
L.A. degree for Eastern? Central
Board already made its opposition
clear to the Board of Regents fall
quarter; no good will it do to rant
further. Am I seriously expected
to accept Mr. Price’s proposal that
downtown businessmen pay for
MSU’s major athletic program?
Mr. Liffring’s notions that ASMSU
should become some sort of public
relations organ for MSU? Both
candidates’ proposals to run yet
another referendum on a Student
Union Building of questionable
necessity? Am I to applaud Mr.
Price’s assertions that in his many
years on Traditions Board he built
the real good bonfires? Am I to go
along with Mr. Liffring’s idea that
the ice rink must be rebuilt with
student money if necessary? (The
administration here operates in
bad enough faith with student gov
ernment to allow student funds to
pay for something the administra
tion assuredly could find money
for.)
Most of all, however, I bitterly
resent this infernal hedging about

Candidate Explains
Reason for Failing
To File on Time
To the Kaimin:
Much has been said lately about
the apparent apathy of University
students toward their student gov
ernment and toward the coming
election. Comments have also been
made on the attitudes of candi
dates and on the fact that a num
ber of offices had no candidates
in the primaries. Such was the case
with the office of business man
ager, for which I am running. I
would like to explain why I did
not decide to run for the office
until after the primaries.
In my three years of college I
have held various part-time jobs,
which, although time consuming,
have been necessary for me to con
tinue school. Before running for
business manager, it was necessary
for me to decide whether I could
afford the loss of this income. I
have now concluded that my fi
nances will be adequate to allow
me to apply myself completely to
the office of business manager.
BILL HIBBS
Junior, Accounting

the single issue that did flare up
the entire student body this past
year: social restrictions.
According to the Kaimin, both
would favor allowing 21-year-old
women to live anywhere they
choose (even in places with, horror
of horrors, cooking facilities). That
is nice. That happens to be the
specific proposal which Student
Life Committee submitted to Pres.
Johns, hoping he would ask for
this change at a coming Regents
meeting. Supporting something
like this is hardly going out on a
limb. Neither candidate, Mr. Foley
observes, would do anything to
change women’s hours. Mr. Price
thinks present hours are “ ade
quate,” whatever that means. In
addition, he points out with per
spicacity, that hours are for the
women’s own protection. Protec
tion from what, Mr. Price. From
growing up? Mr. Liffring, on the
other hand, opposes hours on prin
ciple—but the principle must not
needle him to any action, for he
says he would not push for a
change. There is no use in bucking
the administration, Mr. Liffring
says. To the contrary, Mr. Liffring.
There is a great deal of “use” in
bucking an administration that in
sists upon perpetuating a plethora
of prehistoric pablum spoon fed
via housemother to unthinking co
eds. There is a lot of use in stand
ing up and thundering no to the
incongruity of social restrictions
within the context of a university
—a place of education, not indoc
trination.
All this was going to be prelude
to an endorsement of the third can
didate, the write-in candidate.
Dave Allison is his name. He has
ideas. He takes stands. He is for

academic excellence based on
something other than grades. He
has specific proposals. Some of
them are naive—because Dave Al
lison before now has not bothered
to belong to committees like Tra
ditions Board. Some of them prob
ably a’re unworkable under the
present setup. But at last here is a
fresh breeze, though a belated one:
a man who is courageous enough
not to shillyshally, to stand up and
say that supporting the Visiting
Lecturer program is more imporant than spending money sending
delegates on joy trips to various
conventions of groups who sit
around and talk fatuously about
why they hold conventions—and
where to hold one next year.
In my perhaps perverse way, I
rebel against voting for the lesser
of two evils; I abhor voting for
the perpetuation of mediocrity, for
acquiescing to a Main Hall that
supposedly cannot be bucked.
Mr. Allison, however, decided to
drop out of the race over the past
weekend. Because he officially is
out he will not get nearly enough
votes to win. This discouraging
prospect will not prevent me from
writing in his name anyway, as a
big, fat protest.
Evidently the only hope for next
year is to elect Bonnie Bowler vice
president and keep our ineffectual
fingers crossed that she will not
allow student government once
more to degenerate into the stag
ing of yet another pep rally, the
fizzling of yet another abortive
student union, the perpetuation of
yet more and more and more
meaningless frivolity.
WILBUR H. WOOD
Senior, English and
Journalism
Former Kaimin editor

Breathtaking, beautiful and yours
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Officer Candidates Present Views
Vice President

Secretary

Business M anager

By BONNIE BOWLER

By TOM McDERMAND

By LELA WEGGENMAN

By BILL HIBBS

By TODD MYHRE

For the past two years I have
been involved with student gov
ernment and ASMSU as sophomore
delegate to Central Board and sec
retary of ASMSU.
I have become thoroughly ac
quainted with this system of stu
dent government. The vice presi
dent is essentially in charge of the
committees of ASMSU and I feel
that my experience and knowledge
of the inner workings of ASMSU
qualify me for the post of vice
president.
I do not propose to introduce ex
tensive reforms or revamp the
present system. However, Mr. Alli
son and Mr. McDermand have
raised an interesting question in
this election—that of the students’
role concerning academic excel
lence. There are areas in ASMSU
which could feasibly supplement
the work of the faculty and ad
ministration such as expansion of
the Visiting Lecturers program,
continued work on the curriculum
committee, and student support of
cultural events.
I would like to see the Student
Union Planning Committee re
established and present plans, with
all the professional advice avail
able, to the students for a new stu
dent union. Through this commit
tee the students could voice their
opinions and help build a union
that would be acceptable to them.
The vice president of ASMSU is
on the Student Union Executive
Board and if elected, I would be
in a position to work for this.
It is typical of each new ASMSU
administration to neglect the pro
grams initiated for former admin
istrations. I would like to change
this and introduce a continuity to
student government. The Kaimin
and ASMSU have laid a solid foun
dation for the reform of social reg
ulations and this foundation should
not crumble as the students elect
their new officers.
Student government has virtu
ally no legislative power or au
thority. However, ASMSU has
great potential to act as a focal
point of student opinion. If Central
Board will improve and expand in
this manner as it has in the past
year, the aims of the students may
be fully realized. I am prepared to
work for those ends.

While campaigning for the posi
tion of vice president of ASMSU, I
have reflected upon our history of
past student governments. Upon
examination, they have proven to
exhibit the characteristics of an
experienced entourage of Casper
Milquetoasts (Rick Jones, the one
notable exception), afraid of
breaking anyone’s back, and es
pecially fearful of the ominous
hand of the administration.
In reality, I don’t feel this type
of experience is worth a hound’s
tooth. Rather, the governments
have led us into a new substratum
of mealy-mouthed trivia. The fore
most exponent of bonfires has now
risen to a new level of enthusiasm
in offerings of the parking lot pan
acea and amenable associations
with Missoula Big-Wigs.
With cessation of apathy as his
opening statement in his platform,
Mr. Price offers us these programs
to combat it and then goes on to
mention the word apathy four
more times. His platform is a per
petuation of apathy. .
Mr. Price also advocates wom
en’s rights without a change in
hours, admitting that they need
protection. There seems to be a
contradiction here, as hard as it
may be to find. Rights to what,
metabolism? Protection from what,
Venture? This is Mr. Price’s litany,
and with this plethora he has
firmly rooted himself into the
quagmire of student government
and is now riding on the crest of
a wave—happy as a clam.
Having used Mr. Price as an
example, I feel that student gov
ernment’s power should be ex
panded and I plan to initiate these
programs: complete liberalization
of women’s hours and regulations
—the gilded cage went out with
the rock of ages. Reallocation of
funds to provide for more and bet
ter visiting professors and lectures,
a superior library, the establish
ment of an active Phi Beta Kappa
chapter at MSU, an investigation
of the existing student pay for Uni
versity jobs and a discontinuation
of the withholding clause in stu
dent contracts.
I ask for your support in the
revolt against stagnancy.

My primary goal in seeking the
position of ASMSU secretary is to
take constructive means to stim
ulate the interest of the student
body in the affairs of their govern
ment.
To achieve this goal, the stu
dents will be kept well-informed
on all business before Central
Board through weekly distribution
of the Central Board agenda and
resumes of Central Board meetings
to all living groups, campus news
media and campus organizations.
In addition, the students will be
encouraged to voice their opinions
on special issues before Central
Board and will be informed by
announcements over the public ad
dress system when these issues are
scheduled for discussion.
If every opportunity is taken to
arouse participation in student af
fairs, perhaps, the lack of spirit
and interest which prevails on
campus today can be eradicated.
On the basis of past secretarial
experience, which includes a year
as secretary to Montana’s Con
gressman from the First Congres
sional District, I feel that I could
not only devote my interests to the
mechanics of the secretary’s posiion, but also, take an active part
in Central Board discussions, work
especially hard to strengthen the
ties between Central Board, the
administration and the student
body, and foster a healthy interest
among the students in their gov
ernment.

Today the word money seems
to be of increasing importance in
conversations involving University
activities. Because an estimated
$171,000 is to be accumulated and
allocated for the University next
year, there is a need for qualified
and dedicated student officers. The
business manager will be impor
tant in the distribution of money
as chairman of the Budget and Fi
nance Committee, and will be in
fluential in Central Board deci
sions.
In order to qualify for business
manager, it seems highly desirable
that a candidate have a knowledge
of business. In this field I feel I
am well qualified, both because I
am an accounting major, and be
cause I have handled the financial
interests of a Missoula business
man.
My keen interest in the financial
affairs of the University assures
me that I could do a good job as
business manager. Because of my
accounting background and my
interest in University activities, I
know I would be able to dedicate
myself to the duties of business
manager, not as a part time job,
but as a full time concern.

One hundred seventy-one thou
sand dollars of students’ money is
allocated each year by ASMSU for
student government activities; to
oversee the administration of these
funds is the responsibility of the
business manager.
As a junior in Business Finance,
I believe I have the technical fi
nancial training to administer
these funds.
From membership on planning
board for one year and the pro
gram council of the student union
for two years, I have a knowledge
of the structure and functions of
the student government committee
system. These positions have in
addition acquainted me with the
people on these committees and
will facilitiate mutual transactions.
With the business manager’s vote
on Central Board,. I will use my
vote with both married and single
students in mind. My work on the
Program Council has familiarized
me with the student union prob
lem.
I, therefore, will use my exper
ience in business and student gov
ernment and my knowledge of the
student union problem to effec
tively execute the duties of busi
ness manager.

The Kaimin will carry no let
ters or editorials concerning the
elections tomorrow, election day.
In fairness to all concerned, we
will have only straight news of the
elections.

Two CB Delegates
Back Bob Liffring
To Head ASMSU

Former CB Member Supports Price
To the Kaimin:
As a past member of Central
Board and having worked with
student government for three
years, I cannot help but express
my dismay at the outcome of the
primary election.
Of the two remaining candidates
(I understand that Allison has
withdrawn from the campaign),
Liffring is almost void of any ex
perience in student government.
He admits his ignorance of AS
MSU.
Liffring has proposed a program
which is economically infeasible:
free
big-name entertainment,
pointless student luncheons and
the establishment of a student in
formation committee. The last

mentioned is his main plank.
Price has presented, in opposi
tion to these hastily concocted fan
tasies, a program of retrenchment
and responsibility which is based
on realistic forethought. Price
demonstrates an intriguingly real
istic approach to student affairs.
His plans for enlarging and up
dating the services of student gov
ernment provide long, long over
due a q.d desperately needed
changes.
If student government is ever to
be of worth to the students, it will
only be through the efforts of
thinking, energetic and informed
leaders. Kent Price is such a per
son.
STEVE CARROLL

Constitutional Amendment
The following proposed
amendment will be on the
ballot in the general elec
tion, April 29. In order for
the amendment to be effec
tive, 30 per cent of the active
members of ASMSU must
vote, and two-thirds of those
voting must vote for the
amendment.
Constitution:
Delete present Sections 7,
8 and 9 of Art. IV:
Sec. 7: The president, vice
president and business man
ager must have attended
Montana State University for
five quarters, must have the
equivalent of seven quarters’
college residence and must
satisfy the senior position
credit requirement set forth
in Div. I, Art. V of the by
laws at the time of election.
The secretary must have at
tended Montana State Uni
versity for three quarters,
must have the equivalent of
five quarters’ college resi
dence, and must satisfy the
junior candidate credit re
quirement set forth in the
same article at the time of
election. No candidate for
one of these positions shall
include the quarter for which
he is currently registered to
satisfy the above require
ments.

Sec. 8: Candidates for the
above offices must have a
2.5 grade average at the time
of election.
Sec. 9: Should the Univer
sity term or method of com
puting grade point averages
be changed, all qualifications
shall revert to their nearest
equivalent.
Add Section 7:
Candidates for the posi
tion of president, vice presi
dent, business manager and
secretary must meet the re
quirements for office as set
forth in Div. I, Art. V, Sec. 2
(a), 2 (b) and 2 (c) of the
general bylaws.
General Bylaws:
Change Sections 2 and 3
of Art. V to Sec. 3 and 4 re
spectively. Add new Sec. 2:
Sec. 2: Requirements for
candidates for president, vice
president, business manager
and secretary shall be as fol
lows:
a. Previous Sec. 7 of Art.
IV of the ASMSU constition.
b. Previous Sec. 8 of Art.
IV of the ASMSU constitu
tion/
c. Previous Sec. 9 of Art.
IV of the ASMSU constitu
tion.

To the Kaimin:
It’s time student government be
gins to move! To exist it is going
to have become more than a den
of ambitions. This is why we are
supporting Bob Liffring for stu
dent body president.
His action program can start the
wheels a-rolling for what our gov
ernment needs. His ideas concern
ing the establishment of a perma
nent job bureau and the extension
of the functions of the student in
formation committee, as well as a
study of student employment and
wages would serve as a basis from
which to start. Liffring’s'*’opposi
tion to the liberal arts degree at
Eastern will take student opinion
to the halls of our state legisla
ture.
We’ve watched Bob work at var
ious position on campus. He was
selected outstanding Bear Paw and
has been an active participant in
the area of publications. His integ
rity and responsibility have been
proven. Bob wants to make stu
dent government a sounding board
of student opinion. It’s time for
Central Board to meet its chal
lenge—whether it be a debate on
the Student Union Building or a
hassle about student government
re-apportionment.
Student government should be
a co-operative effort. We sincerely
feel Bob will provide the leader
ship to make Central Board an
effective organ of the student
body.
DALE SCHWANKE
GEORGE COLE
Central Board Junior
Delegates
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Tips Lose Second, 5-2

Grizzlies Edge Pirates,
The Grizzlies split a doubleheader with the Whitworth Pirates
yesterday in Spokane, winning the
opener 3-1 and dropping the night
cap 5-2.
Freshman Jon King won his
third game in a row in the first
game and gave up only three hits.
The Silvertips backed him up with
six hits and spotless fielding.
First baseman Frank Spear was
the first Grizzly to cross the plate
as he moved around on a walk, a
stolen base, an error and a wild
throw in the second inning. Spear
also scored in the fourth frame
when MSU picked up two runs.
Spear landed on second base
after a walk and a steal and scam
pered home on Steve Attardi’s sin
gle. Stocky Terry Hober singled
Attardi to third and Jim Forman
added another single to score At
tardi.
The Whitworth team scored its
only tally in the second inning
when Dick Washburn, who had
tripled, flashed home on a sacri

fice fly. Washburn’s brother Ray
is a pitcher for the St. Louis Car
dinals.
The Grizzlies scored all their
runs in the nightcap after two were
☆

☆

☆

Tips Split Two
With Gonzaga
Larry Oddy’s four-hit pitching
and Steve Attardi’s homer were
the deciding factors in a 9-1 win
over Gonzaga Saturday.
Elmer Deschaine’s two - out
homer in the sixth inning spoiled
Oddy’s shutout.
A four-run rally by Gonzaga
in the sixth inning wiped out a
3-0 Grizzly lead as the Bulldogs
salvaged the second game 4-3.
Gary Eudaily took the loss, giving
up only five hits.
Jim Forman belted a solo homer
for the Grizzlies in the second
inning.

Idaho Edges Grizzlies
In Dual Track M eet
Idaho defeated MSU 80-65 Sat
urday in a Big Sky dual track meet
at Moscow.
The Grizzlies took first place in
6 of the 17 events. Distance ace
Doug Brown was the only MSU
double winner as he scampered
home first in the mile and the
three-mile run. He ran the mile
in 4:22.5, and his time in the threemile event was 14.47.
High jumper Bill Rice cleared
the bar at 6-6 % for first place, and
Bruce Dailey hurled the javelin
169-10% for another Grizzly first.

Power
to grow on!

Cowboys Tie
For Fifth Spot
In MSC Rodeo

The
Montana Power
Company
has the power
Montana needs
now and for the
future

Hurdlers Jerry Short and Ken
Jones also won events at the Mos
cow meet. Short ran the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles in 57.4 and
Jones clocked at 15.6 in the high
hurdles.
Idaho’s Bob Ruby and Nick
Carnefix also were double win
ners. Ruby won the broad jump
and the triple jump, and Carnefix
broke the tape first in the 220 and
440.
It was a cold, windy day, and no
outstanding distances or times
were recorded.
The Silvertips go to Logan Sat
urday for a meet with Utah State
University.

The MSU Cowboys tied for fifth
place with MSC among 14 colleges
in the big three-day rodeo in Boze
man.
BYU took first place in the men’s
division and MSC first in the
women’s division, which was the
second win in a row for both of
them.
Placing for MSU were Duane
Ferdinand, third, and Bill Lake,
fourth, in the calf roping event.
The team will go to Jerome,
Idaho, this weekend for a rodeo
sponsored by Boise Junior College.
PDT TOPS IN 1963

Phi Delta Theta won the overall
intramural title last year with
Sigma Chi taking second.

DRIVING RANGE
• For Beginners and Pros
• Also MINIATURE GOLF

GOLF TWINS
H IG H W A Y 10 W EST
West of Frontier Lounge

YO U R FRIENDLY

UNIVERSITY GROCERY
The Place to Shop for
GROCERIES

&

SNACKS 'fc BEVERAGES

1221 HELEN AVE.

Just One Block West of the Lodge
4 — M ONTANA K A IM IN
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out in the third inning. Shortstop
Tom Croci singled, outfielder Mike
Cyrus walked and Spear doubled
both men home.
The Pirates chased losing pitcher
Neil Malkasian from the mound in
the fourth inning with a four-run
rally. Whitworth collected a dou
ble, three singles and a walk off
Malkasian and reliever Tony Smith
in the inning.
The Spokane club made two
bobbles in the field while the Sil
vertips again played errorless ball.
The twin bill was played on Gon
zaga University’s Mulligan Field.
After 21 games this season, MSU
has a 10-11 record. The Gonzaga
Bulldogs come to Missoula Satur
day for a pair of Big Sky confer
ence games.
First Game

M SU________ 010 200 0—3 6 0
Whitworth
010 000 0— 1 3 2
King and Hober; Kendall and P.
Smith.

Golds Victorious,
In First Scrimmage
A transfer tailback from Wyo
ming fired a 14-yard touchdown
pass Saturday to lead the Golds to
a 6-0 victory over the Whites in
the first intrasquad game this
spring.
Coach Hugh Davidson turned 55
players loose on Dornblaser Field,
selecting two squads of equal
strength to battle it out. All play
ers saw action in what Davidson
called “ a scrimmage full of ter
rific hitting by the players.”
The winning play came in the
fourth quarter when tailback War
ren Hill flipped a pass to end Ter
ry Bergren. The Golds got a break
early in the fourth quarter when
they recovered a fumble on the
White 48-yard line.
Hill, quarterback Bob Benzley
and fullback Merle Adams led the
Gold charge down the field as the

Intramurals
Today

Second Game

M SU ________ 002 000 0—2 5 0
Whitworth _ 100 400 0—5 7 2
Malkasian, T. Smith (4) and
Bicha; Piland and Williams.
SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
FOR SOCCER PRACTICE

The soccer club will practice
each Tuesday and Thursday at 4
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. All
sessions will be on the field be
hind the tennis courts.

Fraternity League

ATO vs. DSP Field 1—3 p.m.
SX vs. PSK Field 2—3 p.m.
SPE vs. SN Field 1—4 p.m.
TX vs. PDT Field 2— 4 p.m.

Summer Sales Opportunity
Two young men to earn $75 weekly
during summer, plus cash scholar
ship award with Sun Valley Special
ties Co. Must qualify. Car neces
sary. Apply Mr. Jesse Dove, Student
Employment, Turner Hall 118.

HIRES
AS

ASMSU
Business

en defeated Warren, 2% -% , Hoffmeister downed Peck, 2-1, Tryscott defeated Koprivica, 2% -%
and McNeally dumped Ruegamer,

Manager

2- 1.

Paid Political Adv.

The MSU golfers won all their
matches 3-0 against Whitworth.

Attention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students
Who need some FINANCIAL HELP in order to complete
their education this year and then will commence work.

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Profit Educational Fdn.
610 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN.

UNDERGRADS, CLIP A N D SAVE

Jim Tangen
for

SOPHOMORE
DELEGATE

Eastern Washington defeated
Whitworth 7-0 and MSU 8-1 to
take top honors in the quadrangu
lar tennis meet here last weekend.
Rich Curry was the only MSU
player to win his matches against
Washington.
The University defeated MSC
5- 2 to remain unbeaten by them
since 1947.
In the singles with Bozeman,
Dick Brown defeated Harmon, 6-1,
8-6; Curry defeated Ashfaq, 7-5,
6- 4; John Alexander defeated
Hammond, 6-2, 6-2, and Emerson
defeated Brett Asselstine, 6-3, 6-4.
In the doubles, Harmon and
Ashfaq defeated Curry and Alex
ander, 6-3, 7-5, and Brown and
Asselstine defeated Hammond and
Emerson, 6-2, 6-3.
Assistant Grizzly football coach
Dave Kragthorpe played profes
sional football for the New York
Giants as an offensive guard.

BILL

“A ” League

EWC Takes
Top Honors
In Net Meet

COACH PLAYED FOR GIANTS

VOTE

Nads vs. Candle GI Field 1—5 pan.
Nocturnals vs. Raiders Field 2—
5 p.m.

Golfers W in Two Matches
To Divide Weekend Action
The University golf team won
two of four matches on the road
this weekend. In a triangular
match Friday at Moscow, Idaho,
the Grizzlies defeated Eastern
Washington, 15%-2%, and lost to
Idaho, 16-2.
In the match with Idaho, all six
University players were defeated.
Gary Koprivica, Gary Peck,
John Warren and Ken Newgard
won their matches against Eastern
Washington, 3-0, Don Waller won
2% -% and Bill Ruegamer was de
feated, 2-1.
Saturday, the Grizzlies defeated
Whitworth College, 18-0 but were
defeated by Gonzaga, 10-8. Both of
these matches were played in Spo
kane.
Don Waller was medalist with a
76 in a three-point sweep over
Gonzaga’s Dick Coles.
In other matches with Gonzaga,
Newgard edged Barnett, 2-1, Reu-

team picked up the 48 yards in
seven plays.
After the game, Davidson smiled
and said, "I’m happy with the hus
tle, hard-hitting and enthusiasm.
Some of the play was ragged, but
we’ve only been out here a week.”
Davidson liked the play of some
of the younger members of the
squad and said that “some of them
will really fit in next fall.” He
termed the defense “rough and
tough.”
Nobody was hurt in the game.
The Grizzlies will tangle in two
more intrasquad games this spring.
The next one will be at 10 a.m.
Saturday. Davidson was pleased
with the size of the crowd last
weekend and invited students out
to the remaining games.

to

Central Board
Paid Pol. Adv.

PARTS AND SERVICE

•
•
•
•
•

• Modern Tools and Equipment
• Trained Personnel
• Convenient Facilities
• Adequate Parts Stock
UNITED DELCO
• GENERATORS
AUTO LITE
• SPEEDOMETERS
• CARBURETORS
STEWART• MAGNETOS
WARNER
ZENITH
• SHOCKS
SUN TACHS
• TUNEUP

Auto Electric Service
218 East Main

Phone 543-5145

A Spring W eekend in Pictures
Photos by
John Lumb

The weekend began with the Montana Masquers and the Depart
ment of Drama planting three blue spruce in honor of William
Shakespeare’s 400th birthday. Firman H. Brown, chairman, held
one of the trees while it was being planted near the sidewalk which
runs from the Fine Arts Building to the freshman women’s dorm.

Then came a campaign speech
by Roland R. Renne, Democratic
aspirant for governor in the primay election.

Saturday spring football took over with some tough scrimmages and
maybe a few sore muscles.

☆

☆

☆

This poor pup wanted to play football too, but the official said he
was too small to ever make the team.

☆

☆

☆

☆

Students even have to study during spring term,
and the books were more inviting last weekend
since the weather was a little wet for picnics.

☆

☆

Students with wet feet and carrying gaily-colored
umbrellas trudged into the library, and hoped for
sunny days next weekend.
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5 0 6 Listed on W inter Honor Roll
The winter quarter honor roll Susanne Marie Burns, Hardin; Bonner; Jerome McGahan, Living Wolf Point; William Daniel Thorlisted 506 MSU students. A stu Dennis Aubry Burton, Kalispell.
ston; Arden Clay McClelland, Col en, Great Falls; Larry Martin
dent must have either a minimum
Ronald Paul Bussinger, Ante umbus; Margaret Felt McIntosh, Thome, Dutton.
of 54 grade points with a 3.0 index, lope; Bonita Marie Butchart, Kali Billings; Diana Lynn McKeen,
Melvin Leroy Thornton, Billings;
or 42 grade points with a 3.5 index spell; Constance Jo Carlisle, Cul Whitefish; Marilyn Mae McKib- Ellen Ann Thorwardson, Billings;
to be eligible for the honor roll. bertson; David Delmore Carpita, ben, Miles City.
Jerrold Lee Tinker, Libby; Jane
A student with an “F” on his cur Helena; Clyde Ray Carrington,
Anne McKie, Billings; Sylvia Wellyn Totman, Billings; Gordon
rent record is not eligible for the Belfry; Christine Ann Cheetham, Jan McKinley, Anaconda; William Mathew Tracy, Anaconda; Georgia
Dutton; Thomas Roger Clark, Bon P. McLauchlan, Big Timber; Pat Benton Tree, Billings; Harvey
honor roll.. .
Names of students with straight ner; Brian Edward Cockhill, Butte. rick Logan McLaughlin, Great Raymond Tudor, Great Falls;
“A ” averages are in bold face.
Richard Alan Colberg, Billings; Falls; Curtis Eugene McMarrell, Gregory Leland Ulmer, Miles City.
Missoula
Delbert Leroy Unruh, Glendive;
Mary Lou Collins, Columbia Falls; Rexford; Laurence Melvin Magone,
Kenneth Vincent Bakke, Doug John Peter Connor Jr., Great Falls; Deer Lodge; Nathan Dale Manna- Andrew John Utick, Helena; Jan
Martha Van Winkle, Bozeman;
las Kent Baldwin, Linda M. Beat- Julidta Lavell Crangle, Butte;
tie, Juanita Rae Benton, Forrest Robert Lloyd Crippen, Butte; John kee, Cascade; JoAnn Manning, Lena Joyce Verwolf, Manhattan;
Richard H. Violett, Lothair; Ard
Lee Brissey, Catherine Brownian, Rex Cubbage, Great Falls; Robert Kalispell.
Susan Dorothy Marquardt, Bil Voll, Anaconda; John Robert VoorMarilyn Jean Brown, Yvonne Alice Charles Daniels, Deer Lodge;
Buzzard, Clinton Earl Carlson, Kathleen Jean Davies, Great Falls. lings; Lee Robert Mathews, Sun his, Miles City; Robert Orrin VosJudith Ann Carpenter, Margaret
Jjine Marie Davis, Great Falls; burst; Ronald Eugene Matkin, burgh, Columbia Falls; Margaret
Jean Wallis, Billings.
Alicia Carson, Larry Lee Chris- Bob Andrew Dickey, Helena; June
Butte; Kathleen Joan Matthias,
topherson, Jean Eldred Clubb.
Edward Lee Wanek, Livingston;
Linda Dullenty, Scobey; Dianne
Dennis Lynn Craig, J. Duncan Cheryll Eck, Butte; Loxi Janice Great Falls; Susan Marie Measure, Dwayne Clyde Ward, Helena;
Crump, Gerald G. Cunningham, Eide, Galata; Eddie Bill Eiselein, Kalispell; Emily Jane Melton, Penny Donna Warden, Kalispell;
Vicki Curtis, Amy Carolyn Custer, Livingston; Donna Lee Elder, Kalispell; James Andrew Mercer, John Wesley Warren, Butte; Sue
Carolyn Warren, Butte; Sharon ElMichael Francis Dwyer, Gary El Whitefish; William R. Engler, Cor Sidney; Joyce Ann Merritt, Hel
bert Eudaily, Janice Marie Fech- vallis; Eugene Joseph Enrico, Bil ena; Gary Clayton Milke, Great lette Weaver, Anaconda; Judy Arleen
Weber, Helena; Neal Carl
ner, Katherine Louise Felker, lings.
Falls.
Wedum, Choteau; Charles Lester
Thomas Toy Fellows Jr., Eric El
Thomas Eugene Enright, Great
John
Oscar
Miller,
Absarokee;
Wentworth, Great Falls; Warren
lery Fiedler, Goeffrey Goodall Falls; Mary Dorene Erickson, Deer
Robert Leslie Miller, White Sul
Foote, Carol Lynn Fox.
Lodge; Paulette M. Everett, Ana phur Springs; Carol Elizabeth Carl Wenz, Baker.
Robert Alan Wick, Great Falls;
Shirley Faye Gerdts, Barry Eu conda; Howard Martin Farver, Mittal, Belt; Richard Eldon Mogene Gilbert, John Davis Halbrook, Scobey; Philip Gordon Favero, lenda, Livingston; Marcia Mary Ronald Casper Wick, Fairview;
Karen Myrick Hansen, James Red Lodge; Thelma Metcalfe Fel Monroe, Whitefish; Lynn Elaine Ellen Ann Wigdahl, Havre; Dennis
Lawrence Harkins, Gene Lyle lows, Lodge Grass; William Lee Morrow, Great Falls; Kay Leslie Dale Williams, Sidney; Dennis Jay
Hochhalter, Richard Hood Holmes, Finkenhagen, St. Regis.
Morton, Kalispell; Marilyn Mow- Williams, Power; Jo Anne Wil
liamson, Box Elder; James Floyd
John Terrel Hoven, Larissa JanAlan Joseph Fisher, Roundup; att, Deer Lodge.
Wilson, Plains; Ann .Stephanieczyn, Donna Lee Johnson, Ter
Sharon Arlene Fitzgerald, Helena;
Diane Marie Mullette, Butte; Wolhowe, Miles City; Karen Mae
rence Lynn Kelley, Audrey Leone William P. Fitzgerald, Lodge Ellen
Marie
Murphy,
Scobey;
Ja
Kohler, James Horace Koessler.
Grass; Paula Catherine Flesch, cob Michael Nelson III, Kaiispell; Mood, Wolf Point; Robert Austin
Allen Neil LaCombe, Everett Shelby; Vicki Jo Flynn, Libby; Louise Anne Nelson, Kalispell; Worcester, Helena; Sandra Lee
Roy Lajoie Jr., Samuel Valentine Barbara S. Francisco, Conrad; Car Lowell Keith Nichols Jr., Great Zipperian, Great Falls.
Lang Jr., Barbara Jean Larsen, ol Ann Frederick, Billings; Wray Falls; Jo Anne Nofsinger, Havre;
Out of State
Margaret Anne Lee, JoAnn Eliza Ranier Freiboih, Terry.
Kenneth Stanley Nolley, Miles
Peter Lewis Achuff, Caruthersbeth Liffring, Elizabeth Ann LoefAlice Louise Garber, Ronan; City; Patricia Diane Ojala, Great
fler, Dennis Allen Lucey, William Barbara Simpson Gies, Moore; Falls; Michael Allen Oke, Great ville, Mo.; Peter Heinz Albers,
Branchville, N.J.; Rodney William
Andrew McGinley, Walter Bruce Frank Larkin Gilfeather, Great Falls.
Aldrich, Milwaukee, Wis.; James
McRae, Mary Mader.
Falls; Karla Rae Gleason, Butte;
Mary Deanne Olson, Great Falls; Parkhurst A l l i s o n , Northwood,
Richard Taylor Malouf, Barbara Fay Marguerite Gonsior, Milltown; Patricia Ann O’Neill, Havre; John Iowa; Robert Norris Bassett, San
Margaret Marinan, Donald George John Roy Gordon, Kalispell; Mary Richard Orr, Great Falls; Nolan Carlos, Calif.; Thomas Frederick
Meath, James Philip Miller, Mary Beth Graesser, Boulder; Daniel Lee Osher, Poison; Sharron Lee Beebe, East Meadow, N.Y.
Sharon Mulroney, Jay William Bruce Gratton, Great Falls; Laura Ost, Whitefish; Rainer Walter
Ralph Parmenter Bennett, Sud
Murphy, Robert E. Nofsinger Jr., Marie Green, Libby.
Palass, Nye; Donald Duane Pang- bury, Mass.; Janet May Boettner,
Milbert E. Oberlander, Ruth Sheryl
Robert Roy Greenheck, Philips- burn, Lewistown; Jerrold Douglas Cleveland, Ohio; Jacqueline H.
Ostenson, Mary Louise Pengelly, burg; Roberta Marie Hall, Sidney; Park, Arlee; John Thomas Parker,
Bounous, Worland, Wyo.; Thomas
Bonnie Faye Peschel.
Gloria May Hamilton, Chinook; Laurel.
Barton Brill, St. Louis, Mo.; Don
Frances Emily Pevear, Craig Linda Lea Harbine, Plains; Bonnie
Wenzel Albert Pasley, Butte; ald Eugene Brown, Venetia, Pa.;
Pierson, Dalton Pierson, Larry Harding, Poison; Ladonna Louise John Charles Passmore, Mondia; Mary Marshall Cadieux, Aberdeen,
Dennis Popejoy, David Edwin Harper, Lewistown; Dale Alba Dianne E. Pendergast, Melrose; Wash.; William Patrick Carney,
Purviance, Robert Oakley Raffety, Harris, Great Falls; Jon Michael Stanley Perkins, Bynum; Francis Boise, Idaho.
Judith Elizabeth Ralston, Myra Hasbrouck, Great Falls; Robert Thomas Peterson, Miles City; Ron
Richard J. Carpenter Jr., Port
Shults Roehl, David Michael Ror- Lawrence Hauck, Butte.
ald Clayton Phelps, Cut Bank; land, Maine; Luanne Chandler,
vik, Marilyn June Rosenberger,
Helen Louise Heeb, Bozeman; Dwight Edward Phillips, Hilger; Salmon, Idaho; William Terry
Elizabeth Goble Sale, Phyllis Frank David Heston, Butte; Kaar- Janice Ann Picchioni, Roundup;
Child, Canton, 111.; Elmer Joseph
Lynne Sanders.
en Joyce Hillstrand, Great Falls; Herbert Irwin Pierce III, Great Cole Jr., Devon, Conn.; Jan Louise
Elizabeth A. Sappenfield, Gail Francine Kay Hintzman, Winnett; Falls.
Conley, Spokane, Wash.; John Loy
Katherine Schile, Kermit Dale Dorothea Elizabeth Hirst, Flor
Jeanne Powell, Kalispell; Julius Cook, Tulsa, Okla.; Carl Dewitt
Schwanke, Sandra Jane Scott, ence; Dennis A. Holden, Kalispell; John Preite, Havre; Kathleen Ann Corey, Canton, Ohio; Gale Walter
Karen Ann Shennum, James Law Alene G. Hollingsworth, Hamilton; Price, Sidney; Kent Demers Price, Croon, Nokomis, 111.; Ann Lamar
rence Shoemaker, Carol Jean Sick- Jerry Robert Holloron, Corvallis; Anaconda; Betty May Pryor, West Deahl, Kenilworth, 111.
els, Barbara Ann Simon, Valerie Richard Kohmer Holmquist, Liv Missoula; Judy Lee Purdy, Helena;
Marshall William Dennis, Lan
Stecher, William G. Steinbrenner, ingston.
John Kelly Randall, Shelby; Ron caster, Calif.; Terry Gilbert Dillon,
Susan Lee Sterling, Bonnie Sue
Betty Mae Hooker, Great Falls; ald R. Randall Jr., Shelby; Ernest Irving, Tex.; Lawrence Burnham
Stevens.
David Robert Howlett, Billings; Halden Ratzburg, Poison; Arlene Dodge, Martinez, Calif.; Conrad
Judy Lee Svore, Martha Leone Harold Everett Hunter, Livingston; Jane Reed, Miles City.
Joseph Drust, Chicago, 111.; Elaine
Talbot, Betty Dee Taylor, Michael Sherril Lee Hunter, Livingston;
Wayne Clair Riley, Nashua; Sara Hope Edwards, Bedford, Mass.;
Dale Thompson, Edward Elliot Rex Vemard Huntsman, Dillon; Reed Risse, West Glacier; Douglas Esther Louise England, New Ply
Veazey, David Edward Wagner, Sandra Eileen Hurd, Big Sandy; Leroy Rives, Deer Lodge; Jack mouth, Idaho; Angela Etchepare,
Susan Love Westler, Teri Lynn Judith Anne Irvin, Kalispell; Kar Alex Robertson, Billings; James Denver, Colo.
Wheeler, Nancy Priscilla Wren, en Lee Jackson, Kalispell; Gary David Robertson, Three Forks;
Carl Fager, Madison, Wis.; Law
Judith Lynne Yates, Leland Mar Clark Jenkins, Great Falls.
Robert Paul Robertson Jr., Kali rence Alan Froberg, Ridgway, Pa.;
shall Yates Jr., Gail Dean Zim
Penny Mather Jenkins, Great spell; M. Carol Robinson, Great Norman B. Gardiner Jr., Tucson,
merman.
Falls; Susan Kay Jensen, Redstone; Falls; Judy Ann Rohrer, Great Ariz.; Stanley Arthur Grout,
Montana
Walter Steward Jensen Jr., Great Falls.
Springfield, Ore.; Larry J. Halford,
Falls;
Kathleen Elaine Jestrab,
Colleen Adams, Fairfield; Elton
Beverly Ruth Rollins, Billings; Pocatello, Idaho; Susan Carol •
Joe Adams, Winnett; Judy Kay Havre; Shirley Louise Johns, Great John Richard Rosenleaf, Ana Hamilton, San Matso, Calif.; John
Akre, Glasgow; Joseph Seymour Falls; Beatrice Lynn Johnson, Wolf conda; John Walker Ross, From- D e n n i s Hanrahan, Kensington,
Almas, Havre; John Arthur Alstad, Point; Kathleen Marie Johnson, berg; Lewis Francis Rotering, Md,; Thomas Michael Hanson,
Kevin; Francis Duane Altman, Sidney; William Bjarne Johnson, Butte; Daniel L. Rothlisberger, Coronado, Calif.
Havre; Charles F. Andersen, Dil Great Falls.
Hamilton; Wallace R. Rundhaug,
Daniel Aaron Harper, Pittsburg,
lon; Melvon Leroy Ankeny, Victor;
Harry Rick Jones, Great Falls; Kalispell; Cathlene Shirley Ryan, Kan.; Jay Wilson Harper II, FarmGerald T. Archambeault, Fort Kay Juedeman, Great Falls; Shar Billings; William David Sanden, ville, Va.; Sandra Kay Harris,
Peck.
on Alice Kellogg, Glasgow; John Bigfork; Kathleen Elaine Sansaver, Portland, Ore.; Stephen Samuel
Corrine Jane Bailey, Great Falls; William Kendrick, Deer Lodge; Wolf Point.
Henry, Sewell, N.J.; Lawrence J.
Barbara
Jane Kennedy, Belt; Sue
Roger Allen Barber, Denton; Terry
Donna Margaret Schmidt, Co- Holt, Snohomish, Wash.; Lois Mar
Owen Barber, Denton; Bonny Lu Anne Kenney, Helena; Raymond hagen; John Lawrence Schultz, garet Jarka, Skokie, 111.; Charles
Beals, Forsyth; Donalee Beary, Dennis Kent, Red Lodge; Susan A n a c o n d a ;
Warren Stanley W. Johanningmeier, Carlsbad, N.M.
Hardin; Maureen Loy Beasley, Jean Kidder, Kalispell; William H. Schultz, Dutton; Joni Marie Sears,
Richard Evan Johnson, Po
Kimball
Jr.,
Chinook.
Libby; Stanley George Beaudette,
Great Falls; David Laveme Se- mona, Calif.; Virginia Jean John
Anaconda; Barbara K. Berland,
Sara Maureen Kind, Helena; bens, Great Falls; Mary Janet son, Saginaw, Mich.; Wilma Lee
Conrad; Nioma Jane Bitz, Box Linda Lee Klette, Havre; Marjorie Seines, Poison; Ronald Milton Johnson, Lemon Grove, Calif.;
Elder.
Ann Knight, Great Falls; Stephen Sethre, Wolf Point; Gunda May William Joel Kaan, Sayville, N.Y.;
Roscoe W. Black, St. Mary; William Kohl, Great Falls; Helen Shaw, Winnett.
Kent Kaiser, Lyndhurst, N.J.;
Daniel R. Blake, Hardin; Carol Seltzer Kolppa, Great Falls; Mar
Daniel David Shelhamer, Bon Peter Girvin Kelty, Los Angeles,
Marie Boetcher, Great Falls; Wil sha Kay Korin, Sand Coulee; Ju ner; Jerome Cortlandt Short, Liv Calif.; John Michael Kinsella,
liam Rogers Bolenske, Laurel; dith Eileen Krubsack, Poison; ingston; Arlo D. Skari, Chester; Louisville, Ken.; Kenneth Gene
Faye Marie Bourret, Great Falls; Donald Alan Labar, Billings.
William Norman Snell, Butte; Ray Knoche, Chappell, Neb.
Bonnie Edeen Bowler, Billings;
Charles Jerome Larson, Deer Owen Snyder, Helena; Carolyn
Peter Elfred Leech, San Fran
Printer L. C. Bowler, Scobey; Lodge; Paula Marie Latham, Great Jane Speck, Whitehall; Lee Spuh- cisco, Calif.; Camilla Kay Living
David Alan Boyles, Great Falls; Falls; Calvin Carl Lawrence, Bil ler, Twin Bridges Jim Lane ston, Sandpoint, Idaho; Mary Alice
Helen Cloy Braley, Manhattan.
lings; Sharron Edna Lee, Miles Squires, Glendive; Helen Frances Louderback, Spokane, Wash.; John
Maureena Rae Britton, Corvallis; City; Rod L. Lincoln, Haugan; Les Starina, Hardin.
Hurley McCammon, Layton, Utah;
Scott McLean Brown, Miles City; lie Lynn M. Linehart, Butte; DarRichard John Stephenson, Miles Olive Margaret McCarty, Salt Lake
Wenzel Frank Brown, Butte; Gene rah Elizabeth Link, Billings; Lore City; Cassandra Kaye Sterry, Lew City, Utah; William Z. MacDonald,
David Buck, Kalispell; Douglas Anne Long, Great Falls.
istown; Dennis Leroy Stevens, West Frankfort, 111.; Marla Mary
Alan Buckinham, Terry; Ronald
James Anthony Longin, Lewis- Loma; Thomas Maurice Stokes, Madison, Beach, ND.
Henry Buentenmeier, Columbia town; George Michael Lubick, Belt; Nancy Elizabeth Taylor, Deer
Edward Francis Ma quire, DenFalls; James Hall Burns, Helena; Butte; Joan Margaret McClellan, Lodge; William Patrick Terry, ville,
N.J.; Patricia Ann Markle,
6 — M ONTANA KAIMTN ^
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Ventura, Calif.; Jeanne Ann Ma
thews, Homewood, 111.; Paul Wil
liam Micek, Ramsey, N.J.; William
Robson Morgan, Tacoma, Wash.;
Robert Warren Munson, Park
Ridge, 111.; Sylvester Francis Mur
phy, Powell, Wyo.
Gene Paul Neely, Emlenton, Pa.;
Carl Hansen Nellis, Silver City,
N.M.; Lowell Donald Neudeck,
Dickinson, N.D.; Rolf Yngve Hallin
Olson, Clinton, Conn.; Jo Anne
Schulte Overby, Stanley, N.D.;
David T. Pearson Sr., Center Sand
wich, N.H.; Richard Hoppe Pembie, Indianola, Iowa.
Michael Quinn Philley, Santa
Anna, Calif.; Michiel Dwayne
Poore, Spenard, Alaska; Anthony
Joseph Povilitis, Brooklyn, N.Y.;
Murphy Briscoe Price, Harrison
burg, La.; Robert Wayne Reynolds,
Yellowstone Park, Wyo.; Judith
Ann Rice, Tacoma, Wash.; Ronald
Edward Ries, Powell, Wyo.
Marilyn Wallace Roberts, Priest
River, Idaho; Roger Shaw Robison,
Caldwell, Idaho; Kathryn Lee
Ryffel, Norfolk, Va.; Raymond F.
Schoenfeld, LaCrosse, Wis.; Shar
on Northrup Seaman, S p r i n g
Brook, N.Y.; Terry Everel Shambroich, Wrangell, Alaska; Sheila
Lynn Skemp, Maywood, 111.
Sandra Jon Smith, Idaho Falls,
Idaho; Fred Joseph Stewart, Kan
sas City, Mo.; Frank Hugh Tainter,
Guttenberg, Iowa; Marilyn Ann
.Wade, Worcester, Mass.; Darold
Edward Ward, The Dallas, Ore.
Donald William Welti, Sheyboygan, Wis.; John Elliott Wilcox,
Troy, N.Y.; Matthew Corvin Wohlberg, Los Alamos, N.M.; Edmund
Charles Wooding, Holcomb, N.Y.;
John Francis Zuzel, Wilkes Barre
Pa.
Out of Country
Bela Alexander Balogh, Buda
pest, Hungary; Helen Lorraine
Berry, Calgary, Alberta; Meimei
Chow, Kowloon, Hong Kong; Jean
Paul Dusseault, St. Albert, Alberta;
Margaret Mary Elich, Balboa, Ca
nal Zone; Gayle Frances Fulton,
Indus, Alberta; Bernard Allan Giacomazzi, Lethbridge, Alberta.
Joseph Edward Grigel, Bellevue,
Alberta; Dennis Healy Hierath,
Milk River, Alberta; Mikael Hans
Josephson, Stockholm, Sweden;
Robert Richard Joyce, Calgary,
Alberta.
Patricia Joan Laudermilk, Ed
monton, Alberta; Meredith Gay
Millhaem, Warner, Alberta; Olle
Ribbing, Linkoping, Sweden; Ed
mund Peter Shpiel, Edmonton, Al
berta; Kent Edward Wood, C a rd -'
ston, Alberta.
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Book-Banning Dispute Rages in Kalispell
By MARY LOU COLLINS
Kaimin Reporter
The Big Sky Country has been
stormy in Kalispell.
Clouds broke recently during a
storm caused ’ by mounting winds
of controversy in that northwest
ern Montana city about A. B.
Guthrie Jr.’s “The Big Sky” result
ing in the banning of the novel
from the high school English cur
riculum and from clas§room dis
cussion.
A. B. Guthrie, Jr., was graduated
from MSU and the School of Jour
nalism in 1923. He is the author of
“ These Thousand Hills” and a Pul
itzer Prize winner, “The Way
West.”
Commenting from Los Angeles
in a telephone interview on Friday
about the disturbance caused by
his book, Mr. Guthrie said, “ This
novel is embarrassingly moral.”
The theme of atonement is moral,
he said. “When a person is ruined
by his own evil, is this immoral?”
he asked.
“The doll house conception of
life in much literature is immoral
because it is dishonest,” he con
tinued, “and an author has the
duty to be honest.”
Giving a false impression of life
is more damaging to young people
than describing one’s experiences
as they really are, he said.
The Controversy Begins
The controversy over “ The Big
Sky” began in mid-March as a
group of Kalispell residents urged
the book’s removal from the cur
riculum because “ its value as good
literature was questionable,” ac
cording to Mrs. Luther French, a
Kalispell parent, who spearheaded
a censorship committee to ban the
book. The committee, consisting of
local clergymen and parents of
high school children, met with the
English department of the high
school asking them to recommend
removal of the “immoral and per
nicious” book.
In view of its policy of dropping
any book to which there is con
siderable objection, the faculty
recommended that the school
board remove “ The Big Sky” from
its required reading list and from
classroom discussion.
“ We believe books of this caliber
to be a violation of the rights of
the individual as guaranteed under
the Constitution under Amend
ments 1 and 14,” Mrs. French
wrote to a local newspaper.
State Censorship Law
(The State Law 75-1632 states
that all books, papers, publications
and materials of immoral and per
nicious nature be removed from
the school and school libraries and
that teachers must abide by this
law.)
Mrs. French’s letter defined im
moral as “not in conformity with
the accepted principles of right
and wrong behavior; not moral,
lewd, obscene, pernicious, causing
injury, wicked or evil, according
to Webster.”
|- “ I have no doubt teachers could
teach these books in a moral way,”
she said. “But they cannot erase
from minds the scum that has been
planted there,” Mrs. French saldr
One woman wrote that “ if a
teacher is good he can make the
subject fascinating without resort

ing to four-letter-word novels.”
“What a tragedy that our atti
tude in this required reading of
novels controversy is: ‘kids are go
ing to learn filth sometime so why
not now?’ ” one parent wrote to a
Kalispell newspaper.
“Formula for Contraception’
Another comment from a parent
as pressure from objections to the
book mounted was, “ If some Ph.D.
wrote the formula for contracep
tion in a literary style and suc
ceeded in having it receive the
Pulitzer Prize for a literature first,
would it be taught to high school
students?”
In a “vox pop” newspaper col
umn before the book was removed
from the high school curriculum
one woman wrote, “More real and
immediate dangers to our way of
life are the attempts of book burn
ing and thought control by ‘selfstyled Good Christians.’ ” This per
son questioned the meaning of ob
scenity. “Whose conception of
morality or immorality are we to
accept?” she asked.
A sophomore at Flathead County
High School wrote, “Are they try
ing to purify our history by ban
ning “The Big Sky? Or are they
afraid our morals will be corrupted
because, I say defiantly, sex is im
plied?”
“High school students aren’t as
feeble minded as some parents
would think. Don’t they think we
read books for something besides
the kick we get in reading about
man-woman relations?” he wrote.
' Take Biology Away
Another student said, “Students
should be given the privilege of
being, exposed to the kind of life
as ‘The Big Sky’ describes.” The
only objection he saw was an ele
ment of sex. “In this case,” he said,
“ take biology away.”
A Kalispell physician, Dr. Bruce
Allison, who opposed the banning
said, “Are we going to stop at ‘The
Big Sky’ or is ‘To Kill a Mocking
bird’ next?”
“This action comes about be
cause of our study of the modern
novel,” D: P. Langbell, superin
tendent of Kalispell public schools,
said.
‘Conditions Untenable’
He announced to the school
board that “should a group choose
to act and be accepted as a censor
ship group, I will consider this on
the part of the board ‘lack of faith’
in the Board of Administration and
English department. I would find
work under such conditions un
tenable,” Ije said.
Burl Lyons, editor and publisher
of the “Daily Interlake,” said in
an interview last week that “ the
action by the board pretty well
speaks for itself.” School ad
ministrators should decide how to
run the school, he said.
“ I don’t plan to take an editorial
stand on the issue,” he said. “ I
hope there are no more prospects
of book banning,” he continued,
referring to “ 1984” and “ To Kill
a Mockingbird” which have also
caused considerable objection in
the Kalispell area.
Censors Can’t Run School
Concerning the possibility of a
citizen’s Censorship Board, Mr.
Lyons said, “A Censorship Board
is not qualified to run a school.”
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He added that he would definitely
take a stand against such action.
“Parents have some right on
what their children should be ex
posed to,” Mel Ruder, editor and
publisher of the “ Hungry Horse
News,” a weekly newspaper in Co
lumbia Falls, told Kaimin reporters
last week.
“The Big Sky” by Montana’s
only Pulitzer Prize-winning au
thor, should be in the library, but
not as a reading requirement, Mr.
Ruder said.
“The Big Sky” is recognized as
part of our good American liter
ature, he said. “After book banning
comes book burning. What next?”
he commented.
Split Rocks With Feather
An anonymous bystander in
Kalispell commented that “ break
ing the shackles of puritanism in
the Flathead Valley would be as
difficult as splitting rocks with a
feather.”
“We’re selling lots of ‘The Big
Sky’ again,” Norm Schappacher,
owner of a Kalispell news, maga
zine and bookstand, told Kaimin
reporters. “ If they hadn’t started
yelling about it, it wouldn’t even
be on the stand,” he said. This is
what happens when a book is
banned, he commented. “Every
body wants it.”
Reverend Thomas Best, rector of
Christ Church Episcopal in Kali
spell, said that “ The Big Sky was
a very wonderful book.”
“ My feelings on this issue are
tied with Holy Scripture which is
not embarrassed by sex,” he said.
“This has embarrassed many per
sons in the Flathead.”
Scriptures Immoral?
The average teenager is capable
of handling the book intelligently,
perhaps better than some adults,
he continued. “The same argument
for restricting the reading of ‘The
Big Sky’ could be used for the
elimination of the Holy Scripture,”
he said. “ Many passages from the
Scriptures can be called obscene
or immoral,” he said.
“This situation in the Flathead
touches the old problem of intelli
gence versus prejudices,” he said.
“People who have a lot of fear
have a lot of prejudice and they
are afraid to read what actually
happened in history, as well as
what is happening today,” he said.
“But, who is qualified to censor?”
Rev. Best asked.
•Nasty Book’
Another Kalispell minister, Rev
erend William Faucette, of First
Bible Presbyterian Church, said in
an interview that “ the book is
nasty and there’s no way of get
ting around it.” The School Board
should safeguard children’s morals
from such trash, the clergyman
said. “ I have read the book and
the parts in objection—stink!” The
book wouldn’t get off the ground
if it weren’t for all that smut,” he
said.
Comments from Montana writers
concerning the removal of “ The
Big Sky” from a required reading
list were varied.
Dorothy Johnson, assistant pro
fessor of journalism at MSU, au
thor of “ The Hanging Tree, “Who
Shot Liberty Valance,” and a re
cently published children’s book,
“ Greece; Wonderland of the Past
and Present,” said, “ It is an im
portant book and it is a great book,
but I don’t think high school stu
dents should be required to read
it.” When the book was published
several years ago, many adults
were shocked, she said. “But,” she
added, “ it’s a great book.”
Cushman Comments
Dan Cushman, author of “ Stay
Away Joe,” a writer from Great
Falls, commented, “Since the book
has been out for many years, I
suppose it came to persons’ belated
attention because of the use of the
title “ The Big Sky” in the current
centennial promotion.” It shows
how slowly some people read, he
said.
“Don’t forget that however silly
book banners may seem to many
of us, they are motivated by a de
sire to protect their homes from
evil and raise their own in what
one might call a prophylactic moral
environment,” Mr. Cushman said.
“ When aimed at ‘The Big Sky,’
one of the great American novels,
by the folks at home, the action
tends to make us look foolish in
the eyes of the nation, particularly
right at this time,” he said.
More than a year ago an unsuc

cessful attempt was made to re
move “ The Big Sky” from the
Great Falls public high school li
brary. Senator Lee Metcalf reports
from Washington, D.C., that “ some
Montanans visiting here were
startled to learn that a would-be
censor had urged removal of ‘The
Big Sky’ from the public library
in nearby Fairfax County, Va.
Puritanical Censorship
“ The incident is a cogent exam
ple of how far some so-called puri
tans would carry censorship,” the
Montana Interscholastic Editorial
Association said. “Next they’ll
want to ban ‘The War of the Cop
per Kings,’ ‘Montana: High, Wide
and Handsome,’ and ultimately
‘The Montana Almanac,’ ” the
MIEA stated.
“The danger in, the banning of
Bud Guthrie’s book is not that it
will go unread, but that the young
readers in Kalispell have had their
reading limited,” John Herrmann,
director of creative writing at
MSU, said about the Kalispell
tempest.
“When you control' the flow of
ideas,” Mr. Herrmann said, “it is
always done with purpose and
pattern, and the result is likely to
be men and women with non-humanistic consciences. They may
know a world exists out there, but
they’ll only be able to feel the
world of Kalispell.”

As an educator, Mr. Herrmann
felt that he was in direct conflict
with the action and motives of
people and groups who select
books for banning.
“ Modern fiction tries to be real,”
he said, “ that is, within its shape
a book wants to give the impres
sion of reality. It will not merely
report life, it shapes it into mean
ing we can know and can feel.”
He continued that “when a cen
sor cries dirt, filth, sex, I learn
something about his insides.” He
asked, why it is that one person
may see a scene as beauty, as art
or as just a good scene rich in im
plication, and another views the
same scene as filth and dirt. “ I
think it has something to do with
our own experience with sex,” he
said.
“When people yell ‘filth’ I start
to know something about them
thfey would probably not have me
know,” Mr. Herrmann said. “ One
other thing I find out about cen
sors is that when you ask them for
their list of the greatest 25 books
in the world, you find they haven’t
read 25 books yet.”
“ Sometimes, as in the case in
Kalispell, the most active censor
hasn’t read the book he’s banned,”
Mr. Herrmann continued. “ Well,
at least they’ll tell you, I’ve read
‘those parts.’ Good for you, I al
ways say.” .
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Winds Sweep Plane Into House
By the ASSOCIATED PRESS
BILLINGS
• A company-owned plane buf
feted by high winds, crashed into
a small frame house in northeast
Billings Monday, killing four occu
pants of the plane. An occupant
of the house escaped injury.
Fire Chief Sid Morse said four
bodies were found in the chaired
wreckage of the twin - engine,
seven-place Beechcraft Queen Air.
The victims apparently were en
route from Boise, Idaho to the
Billings Airport, situated on a high
plateau above the city.
In Boise, the Federal Aviation
Agency identified the occupants as
C. R. Sherman, vice president of
the Hood Coup, of Boise, pilot Don
McCabe, employe of Sparks Flying
Service, Steve Miller, and his
brother, who was not identified.
All were Boise residents.
PARIS
• Paris and Peking named their
ambassadors Monday, completing
the French-Red Chinese diplomatic
link forged by President Charles
de Gaulle three months ago, to the
dismay of the West.
Paris announced Lucien Paye,
56, recent ambassador to Senegal,
as its ambassador. Peking selected
Huang Chen, one of six Red Chi
nese deputy foreign ministers.

CHICAGO
• Selection of jurors was begun
Monday foj.-^the third trial of
Teamsters Union President James
R. Hoffa on criminal charges since
he took over leadership of the na
tion’s largest union.
Hoffa, already under conviction
for attempting to rig a jury in an
other case, and seven co-defend
ants are charged with fraudulently
obtaining $20 million in loans from
the union’s pension funds.
W ASH INGTON
• Wave after wave of applause
from a predominantly Republican
audience greeted President John
son Monday. Some came on his
prediction of a $30-billion profit
year and his promise of “restraint
and responsibility” in government.
Some 5,000 delegates of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce and their
wives interrupted with applause
or laughter, or both, 60 times dur
ing Johnson’s lively, hour-long
speech.
• The lingering railroad workrules dispute moved another giant
step toward settlement Monday
when the Supreme Court let stand
an arbitration ruling which could
eliminate up to 48,000 jobs.
The tribunal rejected, 8 to 0, an
appeal, by four on-train brother-
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hoods, from the congressionally
created arbitration board’s ruling
of last November which would al-
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THIS W E E K
Campus Events and Calling U
TODAY
Bear Paw applications available
at Lodge desk.
Debate, 4 p.m., Yellowstone
Room of Lodge; ASMSU presiden
tial candidates will discuss their
platforms.
Election Committee, 7:30 p.m.,
Committee Room 2.
Inter-varsity Christian Fellow
ship, 7:30 p.m., Committee Room 2.
Leadership Camp Delegates, cars
and drivers are needed for transpprtation to Flathead. Call Jim
Redmond, ext. 570.
Planning Board, 4 p.m., Com
mittee Room 3.
Psi Chi meeting, 7:30 p.m., Psy
chology 205; election of officers,
plans for Bozeman trip, plans for
picnic.
Silvertip Skydivers, 7 p.m., Con
ference Rooms 1 and 2.
Special Events Committee, 7
p.m., Committee Room 2.
Tuesday Topics, 7:30 p.m., Col
lege Inn; speaker, Lt. Col. Robert
L. Velde.
Young Democrats, 7:30 p.m.,
Lodge.
TOMORROW
Bear Paw applications, submit
at Lodge desk.
Central Board, 7 p.m., College
Inn.
Pre-Med Club, 7 p.m., HS 207;
Dr. N. S. Green will discuss so-

cialized medicine in England and
the United States.
Publications Board, 4 p.m., Com
mittee Room 2.
Rodeo Club, 7 p.m., Conference
Room 3.
Visiting Lecturers Committee,
noon, Territorial Room 2.
THURSDAY
College Speech Tournament, 7
p.m., Lodge.
JFK Library Committee, 7 p.m.,
Committee Room 2.
Leadership Camp Delegates, bills
for camp must be cleared with the
business office, 4 p.m.
FRIDAY
New Music Symposium Concert,
8:15 p.m., Music Recital Hall.
Student Union Movie, 7:30 p.m.,
University Theater; “Blue Mur
der at St. Trinians” (English).
SATURDAY
New Music Symposium Concert,
8:15 p.m., Music Recital Hall.
SUNDAY
Dean Stone Night, 6 p.m., Lodge.
New Music Symposium Concert,
8:15 p.m., Music Recital Hall.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

SPARKLING

Each line (5 words average) first insertion________ 1___________ 20c
Each consecutive insertion__________________________________________ 10c
(no change of copy in consecutive insertions)
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publication.
If errors are made in an advertisement immediate notice must be given
the publishers since we are responsible for only one incorrect insertion.

Clothes

Phone 543-7241, Ext. 219, or 9-7200

Laundered and

3. PERSONALS

21. FOR SALE

I A M A YA H A M A and I want a home.
Please call me at 549-0993, 840 Kern.
Hood's Cycle Sales.
55-tfc

OJC., LE T’S GO. Absolutely no money
down, very, very, very small monthly
payments on any motorcycle of your
choice. Stop in and ask, shop and com
pare for the best bargains on all parts,
services and cycles. Hood’s Cycle Sales.
840 Kern. 9-3291.
55tfc

4. LESSONS GIVEN
MODERN DAN CE LESSONS by Sondra
Horton, MSU dance instructor. For in
formation call ext. 723 or ext. 720. 90-3c

6. TYPING
TYPIN G, by electric typewriter. 9-4035.
___ ____________________________________ lltfc
TYPING, Finest Quality, MSU Business
graduate. Electric typewriter. Phone
3-4894.________________________________ 3-tfc
EXPERT TYPING. Electric typewriter.
Duplicating. W ill correct. Phone 5436515._________________________________ 38-tfc
TYPING— Fast, accurate. Phone 9-5236.
_______________________________________ 48tfc
TY P IN G : EXPERIENCED. Call 5497282._________________________________ 79-tfc
TYPIN G. Mrs. Craig. Phone •549-5226.
90-tfc

7. INSURANCE
STATE FARM Insurance — Life, Auto.
Paul Ziemkowski, 549-1471, 601 W .
Broadway.
9tfc
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP, Larry
Larson, 2200 Brooks. 3-3113.
22-tfc

9. WORK WANTED
EXPERT IRONING. 606 N. 3rd. Phone
9-2666._______________________________ 52-tfc
IRONING in U district. 543-6840. 90-4c

15. APPLIANCE REPAIRS

26. AVIATION

27. BICYCLES
LU CEY’S BICYCLE SHOP,
Parts, New, Used. 2021 S.
3-3331.

28. MOTORCYCLES

S

29. MOBILE HOMES

16. FURNITURE

HOFFMAN AUTO
work. 549-0301.

MATELICH Trailer Sales. Used Appli
ances.________________________________ iftfc
FOR SALE THREE regulation air force
uniforms and overcoat. Size 42-R. Like
new and reasonably priced. 549-3588.
89-3c
•55 CHEVY HARDTOP. V - 8. stick, ex
cellent condition. Phone 9-7501.
89 tfc
V A N N ’S. Kensington at Hwy. 93. GE
Appliances, TV. Stereo and Guaranteed
Used Appliances.
20tfc
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AND

Service,
Higgins.
23-tfc

WESTERN Montana's Largest motor
cycle dealer, biggest parts stock. W e
have always had our direct wire serv
ice set up by Honda Motor Co. and
Western Union to insure the best pos
sible parts service. A ll work 100% war
ranted. Low down payment. Lowest
payment. Buy HONDA, made by the
world’s largest manufacturer, at H ELLG ATE MOTORCYCLE SALES. Honda.
Triumph, B .S.A ., 3-6375, 1637 South Ave.
West._______________________________ 57-tfc
HOOD’S CYCLE SALES says: W e aren’t
the biggest motorcycle dealers and
don’t have the biggest parts stock in
Western Montana, tout we do get your
parts for you faster than anyone, in
cluding all direct wire services of our
competitors. Guaranteed delivery' or
pur money back. Ask and compare,
■ o o d ’s Cycle Sales, 840 Kern. 9-3921.
65-tfc
MATELICH
Service.

21. FOR SALE

SPARKLE LAUNDRY

LEARN TO FL Y, Missoula Aerial Serv
ice, F.A .A . Approved Flight School,
542—
2841.
11—
tfc

MODERN REFRIGERATION and ap
pliance service. A ll makes and models,
domestic and commercial. 214 E. Main,
543 4640.
9tfc
ELMER SHEA’S, 939 Stephens. 5497131.______________________________ 11-tfc
MATELICH Trailer Sales, Used Furni
ture.
U tfc

Cleaned by

TRAILER

-

SALES. Parts.
11-tfc

31. AUTO PARTS & REPAIRING
—

Rebuild. Body
gtfc

32. AUTOS WANTED

DRY CLEANERS
Professional Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Plus Coin-Operated Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Services
. . . r e a l g o -m a n -g o trim ,
tapered styling with the new
A - l pockets and belt loopsl
Custom tailored with “ fit”
built-in for just $4.98 to
$6.98 in the latest shades
and little care fabrics.
A t y o u r f a v o r it e c a m p u s
store:

CLEAN USED CARS — W e pay top
prices, 93 Chrysler-Plymouth.
20tfc

33. AUTOS FOR SALE

= =

TIRED of Walking? Stop at “9 3 " Chrysler-Plymouth for the largest selection
of new and used cars. No down pay
ment required and low monthly payments. W e are open evenings.
53- tfc
RAMBLER CITY will have a car to suit
your taste and financing to suit your
budget. Check with us before you buy.
Missoula needs the " U ” and *'TJ” need
us. ’’Where honesty and integrity pre
vail.”
75-tfc

Tuesday, April 28, 1964

— CLOSE TO CAMPUS—
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Every Day

(e 3

Chargers„
IW -tl KOTZ1N CO- LOS AN0ELC3, CALIFORNIA

FREE PARKING
814 SOUTH HIGGINS

